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INTRODUCTION

Instructional television programs were first litroduc d into. the

- /

classroom in the early ifties and have been diffused to alMokeve'ry /

lfacet of education mid raining in this country. The progiams have /

been highlx crilicized/for4both, their aesthetic and instructional /

qualities. TheJ,asthetii probiems havg been described in a previous
t .

paper lAversa.& Mcirri,so.n, 1978) ,*t" little has been said about

the instructional design of fnstructional telexiis444.programS.

/ .

// Caatl (1976) reported on the instructional_developkient modelk

proposed by some 23'individuals and agencies actively involvedin.

the design of instructional programs. Most of the models addressed

the goal's and objectives, the audience, content, media selectiOn,

program 'format, and prOdudtion. It appears that these models are

more concerned with audience analysis, content analgsis, sequencing,,

.4.
-and lengtft, thaw the design. of the program. They fail.to analyze the

interaction between the content, leather,pbjectives, and.medium; and

how to best design the contentfor pregentation ihrdugh the medium,
*

It should not be assumed that the instructio;00 development models are

useless,, rather ancitheri.step must be added:, the design of the"
d,. -

nstructional events'for the mediUM.



The.;definition of an instructional television -pro should be .

-
clarified before proceeding. Averso and Morrison identified 'three

, .

.types of educational programs: instructional programs, .educational
r.

programs, and cultural programs. 'Ari instructional program uses the

medium to teach a well-defined objective(s,) and the program is limited

in scope to the stated objective* The laUdience is specific, .often

captive, and presumably motivated by a need for the iyllOrMation.

The instructional program, is generall, for nonbroadcast use These

are the parameters of the program' for whith the following instructional

design 'can be\used%

,_,
Bruner (1966, p. 40) states that any :instruct4.6nel- th6ory should

. I \
*

be prescriptive i nature. AlttAh an ins,tructioha esign model is,
) .

.

not a_ theory of struction, it has, many of the samelicharacteristics

and performs similar)) functiorisi Therefore;lan :i.nstructional design

model 's-hould be-pr..' scriptive and set forth rules
9 4\^

effective Means. Of Chieying objectives.
.., , %)

--c-(_-- T.he Instructional mlevie sion Program

s
at des/cribe they most

. ,

r dThls model will p escribe the evelopment of a program three.k

disti ct parts: . First, some of the different, types of introductions'

that' be 'Used in an, instructional teleVisr64, program will be -described.
. .

Secon the -treatment of the content in the 'body of the-program Will

be discuse .Third,'som of the different strategies4for'endivg a

-program will be ,descr9tfbed.



and.Limitation.s

the/researchfrom Which' the follawing-gengraliz,ations have

are, print orieirted.and have. not all been empirically tested

isjon mediudi: Ifq as Salomoriand Clark-.(1977,-p. 101).
.

_ , . -
is no difference in resurbi Qnly the delivery device.

, . I

erect,. Then-, the results (g_hould.bepartjally applicable

a using--an audio track since language is required forbotb..

wading comprehensibn.
,

e



ESTABLISHING CONDITIONS ".FOR LEARNING

Experience. has shown that certainondit'ions need to be established
-I,

before fficient learning can occur. The learner must be ready flor
J1

°the s--t7TuCIVonal event and prepared to learn. Gagne (1970, p. 77)
ides r'it'es three Conditions to learning: atten.tional sets, motivatio ,

. J -
and the- state of developmental

.1

velopmental reackness. These, three conditi

operate prior to the learning. evelt and contribute to its probability
<.,

4 J

..-'. V 0 1 ,

Of occurence in an efficient manner. "the' instrutinal television
, lk..

program can\address the preconditions of attentional- sets andimotivation
'An the introduCtiOn to the Program. I.

We have leahled frOT'cornmerCial television programs that the.

beginning, whether it be a news program or one whose goal is e rtainment,

isA very critical to the,A,SUccess of the show. If the viewers' attention

is not captured during the critical opening ,seconds , they fan
-

turn to another channel to: a 'different program, The sate, principfre
a.

applies to magazines and newspapers ,thspiayed on a rackit' stthe

one that captures your 1-atitntion with the first pass that you are most

likely to ihvestjgate f(ther, for ,purchase.. Although the instructional- .

television program is hot-,norniallycomPeting against' oth(lr p'rOgrams due )I . t
to thee captive nature .of itg, audience,- it, i competing, with othen.stinilll i'
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in the .immediate environment fihr the learner' attention. 'Therefore,

the opening of the instructional program is critical to the establishment

of a_ learning ,set.

The openings commonly used in an instructional program can be

classified into two categories: the inf61rnational opening and the

_motivational( opening. The two can be used separately or.they can be

combined to be both- informational , and motivational.

Hartley and .Davies (1976) refer to the informationajl openingss'as.-
., 1

preinstruCtibnal strategies.. These strategies include behavioral
.objectives, pretests, 'overviews, .and advanced organizers. Ea-ch,of these

strategies describes tbe< itistrsucti opal event(s) that is about to occur.,

-.--They organizethe information and provide ,the. learner witha framework

for organizing the knowledge:k
,

The second tYpe of opening is derived from the-commercial television

i

del Its..purPose is, tcs_tease the learner through a change in stimulus,

-or thro v riatir in stimulus intensity. The\ ,

se presents the viewer'with just)enough
t

a novelty stimul

typiCal commercial televis.ion-
information. to "whit" one's app,

.

The parallel in an -Pnstructi
. '

, creating a sire to know more.
e

gram is to show a peed for viewing
' cs.)the program, to Itlentify a. Pr-obig r, to show the effect. as part of

a cause and effect.

The' next section of this pap.er will present .a review of the res-6arch

to determine which strategy iSmost effectiVe in a givekenvi.ronment.

The foil-wing guidelines will provide the i-hst uCtishal designer with
, 4

a prescription for ineettng the precond \tions t
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a.
-

,

. . °

Objectives as an Informational Open ng
,. .

,

The` objective is often used to introduce 4-lesson. It may appeal
. N

. .
,

as a goal statement; a loosely written behAvioral objective, or a very

precise Mager type behavioral objectiv0. In theory, an objective is

a measUreable statement of proposed change inta learner (Mager,1962, p.3,

and Davies, 1976: p. 15). The research results-can be plaSsified as

to the types and uses of objectives, learner and objective interaction,

and'task and objective interaction The following is a report of-the'

rgsults An each cdtegor.

Types and Uses of. Objectives. Davies -(1970°Completed one of the

most .extensive revi n objectiies'todaA. 'Heconcludes from two

separate data bases that there'apbeart to be no significant differences

between learning Utcomes when general objectives are used.or when th?

more specific Mage
1

type behavioral objectiv s are used One series

rof studies concent atedsoh the effect on student learning when specific

( and general objectives were used by the teachers: ODavies (p. 86),

,reports that therl doe§7riot seem to be ,any empirical ad ntage to 41e

specifid objectives. Another series of studies attempted to Aetermin

the effect of general versus specific objectiveS on student-learnin

when the objectives were given to both the teacher and the studen
- .

Again,.Dades (p. 89) reports) that there does not appear to be a

4

significant difference in the effect on learning outcomes when

specific.or general (objektives are used The "main criteria; wev'er,

00

is that ari action verb b usee(pl% 86).- DV-1ton (1978, p. 29'') reports'

that an objective,can become ineffective if it is too gener 1 or too

ambiguous to be of particular assistance'?



6,

It appears that how the objectives are used is more importa than
. _,-- '

,/the type of objectives used. Melton (p. 293) reports, "Clearly, itis
.

not sufficient to simply provide students with behavioral objectives.

They Must also be aware of them." AwarenesS, as we hare learned from

writing behavioral objectives.is vague. The "research studies have

4 -

-taken two apprciaches.to making the learner "aware" of objectives. The

, first, and-past suc)fssful, approachis- to teach the learner how to

useobjectiveT in a method similar to?that used with the training of

teachers. Davies (1976, p. 87)' reportstat of foUr studies which,

-:taught the learner how to use objectiyes, only none found a.si9niftcant

eflect. The effect occurred, however, only after a rather long training

program, The secopd approach is an informal training program which

explains the' relevance of objectives and t relationship -to the'test

:items.: Davies (.p.- 87) reports thatytwo udies found this approach to
.

very positive in 4s effeon learningoutcome's Gagne and Rothkopf

o .

0
'

5) provide additional support to this study. Melton (1978; p..,294) .

,/.a

reports that students may ignore the objectives either because they
4

..

are unaware, of their existence or-because prior experiences have indicate8

that the objectives areunimportant. The objective then., is unlikely

NO be an effective teaching tobl.

The resear'gh then,:indiop.te s that,the most important part of,an

objective is the 'action verb and that the learner needs to be*eocinilant

c--
.,cd' .thee purpose of the objectives Land relationship to test items.

O
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Learner,and,.Objective Interaction: ''114 number of studies have been

conducted which explore the interaction between the learner and the

objective. DavieS (1976, p. 91) concludes that an objective can help

-.the learner overcome initial anxiety that is the result of the introduction

of a.new topic;

Two of the reviews'reported an inters tion betweep objectivps

'earning styles. The first r ew reports that children exhibiting

an lndependant :Frame of mind might nefit less from objectives than

...children who are more dependa'nt (DavieS, 1976,

'states,

litn The second study -

..individuals with an articulated cognitiye style are
likely to have internalized frames of reference to which
they adhere as guides to self-defnition....Those with a
global stylertend to rely more on external referents, .for
self definition.. On the basis we may expect that field-
dtpendant students would be more likely to require externally
defined, goals and reinforcement than fieldiridependant
students...(Witkin et al, 1977, p. 19)

The interaction between objectives and learner ability has 'also

been investigate Davies (p./91) conclude4 that objectives appeal

more to middle ability learners than either higher or;lower level'
r

learners. Melton (1978, p. 294) re'orts that'objectives may be of

little consequence if the learners are so highly motivated or

conscientfous that they will achieve the objectives even if they are

not stated. 'And last, Hartley and Davies (1976 .p. 251) concluded

that the grade level does not appear to affect the learner's use of

objectives.



The research tends to support the notion that objectives can

reduce the initial'anxiedVmanifestedby a new subject and objectives

ray be more useful to learners who are dependent upon external goalS.

Objectives.also'appear to be effective at, all levels- of education, from

primary to university.-

Taskand Objective Interactions. Gagne and Rothkopf (1975, p. 449-450)

report that goal-descriptive directions (a non-Magerian type objective)

are most effective when there is a correspondence to the sequence
Nt

Presented in the dirfttions (objectives) and the sequence presented

in the learning materials. -If there is a difference An the sequence

of the materials'? the objectives are effective for only the first

element. Hartley an I s.11 vies .(1976, p. 259) concluded that objectives

might best be used to preface long periods of instruction which has a

dominant structure. Davies (p. 89) on the other hand reportithat

ril 25 percent of the studies which involved nontraditional teaching

methods (eg.4. independant study, computer assisted instruction, and
. -

structured learning) favored the.use c,(-pobjectives as opposed to the
v.

. .

60 percent of the studies using traditional. Methods.. A-quettion arises
a .

as to the effectiveness of objectives with highly designed instructional

materials. Davies continues by stating, "Possibly they serve as useful

guides in'more dynamic_teaching situations, arid are superfluous when

highly structured', predetermined materials are utilized."

9



A closer examination of, what Davies decribes as' "nontraditional study

methods-indicates that the learningis highly directed with the student

being"allowed very little freedom of choice'other than turning the computer

terminal off or doting-the programmed instruction book. "Nontraditional"

methods Of instruction-are not necessarily synonymous withiongiperiods

of instructional development. Rather, theinstructional development process,

can produce both traditional and nontraditional instructional products,'

Therefore, it might be concluded that objectives'are less beneficial'

with those methods of instruction whichallow the student very little

in the way of control of the sequence as in programmed instruction

which requires mastery of one frame before progressing to the-next.

And-;obiectives are more useful with those methods that are not as
9 <_

Ar
restrictive on student progress through the material. The objectives ,

N

arefore effective when they introduce the structure of the material:.

and the same sequence is found in the material

Pretests as an Informational Opening

I

A pretest is probably not thought:of often as a.preinstructional
. .

strategy as. the other methods presented 171 thi.Sjaper. However,.

:there is some research tosuppokits use as such. 'When used as'a

preinstructional strategy, the.pretest consists of a series of

questions, related td. the instructional objectives,
a

which are

presented in their entirety at the beginning of the.instructional

sequence. it should be noted that there is a difference in functionl=

when preteSts are used 'VS.(_,A preinstructional strate and-when used
F"

ti

12
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. ., .

as embedded questions. The pretest when used as an embedded question4 v ./, , . .
;._.. . _ .

. . . .

.

occursbefore'the paragraPK,,sectiOn,:etc. to whichJt-is relevant.

The test items are interspersed throughout the text.o'f the material...
i

. .

As .a:preinstructiOnal strategy, however, the test items are all presented'

:at..thebeginning of the instructional Sequence, -A large amount of

theresearch on pretests has investigated the effect of the.7embedded .

question on learning,

Rothkopf(1970, p. 328) believes that pretests, in reference to

mathemagenic behaviors, serve-as ancorlentilig-ttrategiend keep the'

learner's attention focused on the learning subject. Hartley-and'

Davies (1976, p. 241) report that the pretgst'can alert the learner to

information that might have normally been overlooked and left unlearned.

These points of view differ from the traditional use of pretests to

assess the learner's entry behavior.

,

Use of Pretests. .Hartley'and.Davies 1pp. 248-249) report foUr

conditions in which. pretests are effective as,preinstructional strategies.

The period of teaching following the test was
relatively short in duration.

The teaching was not 100% effective. g. not
criterion based).

Students were of high ability, or were of greater
maturity in years.

Students knew something about the material on which
they were being tested,
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rl

12

4.final conclusion by Hartley and Davies (p. 249) stated ttia't knowledge

of the resultt of the.twetest can ha;ie a positiVe effect on the.

subsequent :learning.

; It appears, then, that pretests are best used with older learners

who "know sometk,K6 about the material to be learned and the instructional

event will be relatively, short.

Overviews.as Informational Openings

As compared to objectives'and pretests, overviews are different

in that they generally'appear as prose rather than 'statements or questions..

(.Overviews can take other formt such as outlines, algorythmns, and

postible-tyPographial headtngs. Hdwever, they appear most' commonly'
.

t.

as prose. Ausubel and Robinson (1969,,p. 316) have defined overviews

as having the same level of abstraction, generality-, and inclusiVeness

as the materials they introduce. In a sense, the overview, is-a short

summary of what is'to be-learned thatachieves its goal through the

:tepetition and prefamiliarization with the materials. The overview

pPepares the learner for the task by- establishing a mental set while

the objectives alert the learner to the coming tasks (Davies, 1976, p."190).

Use of Overviews. Hartley and Davies (1976, p. 252-253) make

three generalizations from the research concerning the use of overviews.

First, 'the time spent on an overview Might have been better spent viewing

or reading the lesson again. Second, short overviews interspersed in

the lesson proved to be more beneficial than one massive overview in



. -

learning an assemblyutask. Third 10

. . .

gain more frOm overviews wi
.-

aqility t ants tend to

factual information while.
r.

4-

higher,ability,$udents gain more. from overviews-dealing with pninciples:..
. ,.

:-4/14.1111; Ausubel and.,Robin'son (p. 316) caqtion that a learner may overlook

% ,...

the materialunot presented in the overview and assume that the,material

is only incidental in the learning process.

'NY

Advance Organizers as Informationtl.Openings
,

Another type of :informational. opening_is the advanceonganizer...

which also is commonly presented in ,a prose format. Unlike the overview,

the advance organizer is written at 'a higher levfl of generality.

than the material it introduces (Ausubel, 1978, p. 253). The advance

organizer is more abstract than the stimulus material while the overview

is written at ?the same level as -the stimulus, material. The advance

organizer seeks to provide the learner with a superordinate stf.ucture

under whichayseries of subordinate concepts can be grouped (A more

detailed discussion can be, found in Ausubel).

.

Use of Advande Organizers. After reading foUr reviews-on advance

organizers,'one.is left-with the feeling expressed or implied by the

authors, that the issue of the effectiveness of.advande organizers is

confusing. Barnes,and.Clawson (1975, O. 651) state, "We must conclude

from this review that advance organizerS,as presently constructed,
,

generally do not facilitate learning." tawton and Wanska (1977) offer

several criticisms of the Barnes and Clawson study and make.thnee.

recommendations for. the use of advance organizers,

, -
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..expository teaching.should incorporate references to'
super z4find - subordinate concepts and their critical
relationships:

O

2. ...the critical attributes of high-level concepts or
,high-order rules should be reidentifted during the
related learning actfVities... 1

3. ...an opportunity for the applica n of high-level.
lliencepts and high-order rules sh uld be provided by
1 'presenting a.variety of problem-solving tasks. (p. 256)..

The major problem with several of the studies is witil the construction

of the advance organizer. The designer is cautioned to, carefully review

Ausubel's procedures for developing and using advance organizers. Barnes

and Clawson (p. 653) suggest that there maybe some practical siOificance

for some learners having access to advance.organizers. However; th4

designer must consider'the additional cost of developing...-the:.advance

orgapizer and askAfthe cost of development is 'Worth. the projected effort.

SUmmary

Four!ypes of informational.Openings have been identified
.-

thus far. The results of several reviewt.On the effedtiveneSs;of

ob4ectives, pretests, overviews, and advance ordanizers have been

presented. The results of thesereviewslare summarized in Table 1.

The second type,of opening is the motivational Opening. .

The Tease as a Motivational Opening

There appears to be no reserach on the effectiveness of a tease

ih an instructional program. However, there are several studies which

can be reviewed to produce,a set of guidelines which can be helpful

to the designer in developing an opening tdase.

6

e.



The tease is a strategy for gaiting.the2viewer, or in th+stAle,

3-the learner's attention at the,outset of aprogra. The,tease'is 71°

frequently used in commercial television to keep the viewer from chang=

. .

ing to another station. ThVtease may take the effect of showing .

4 thenstar" of th rogram in a problemCsitbat opi)or:in a lafe or death,

s,

. .

situation: The produceNgives the vielte just enough information to
.

:47 . ., .

mall them want to know how,or why the star is in the situation and-to
-'

-1 /
they will get outof the' situation: Parallel -situatio can be

A., c't
,

.developed for. instructional programs. by posing proMemsa
, .

situlpons with
,

. -

thewhich the learnerTay be faced.
. ,

)ttention can be divided into two edtegories, preatteption and.

attention. Fleming (1970, p. 103) desCribes preatt tion as peripheral
, .

vtsisin entbMpaisingithe.whole.visual.field. Attentio is.described

as being largely foveal and:of a.. narrow angle. Attention goes .from

the specific to the general. A means of controlling attention is to

'make a change in the preattention vision through a variation in brightness

or movement. Auditory attention can be controlled by changes in_,

volume, pitch, and direction (Fleming, p. 104). A stimulus change, then,

in the preattention realm, may control the learner's attention.

Gagne (1970, p. 278) states that attention is controlled by designing

a stimulus that contains novelty, change, and variations of intensity.

And Fleming (p. 104),:adds-that the stimulus must stand. in contrast to

the immediate past experience,or lifelong experience. "In a sense, the

more that a new-stimulation differs from the prevailing, the more

distinctive or attention-getting it is" (Fleming, p. 110)



Objec ties,

Effectilene

\41,

.9

I '
,..

Tabi kl.

fPreinsfrltctional
.1y.k

.Pret;t6''.

Function

Learner

`Al ertuthe 1 earner,

',.S,MOsii effective vilith,ffe,
dependent leaillgs.,

Best for midd,le ',Oil it

-learn6i's

Of little consequence to
hi ghl)vfotixated.learner-sr

Notes

,!anretce.initiAl
,anxiety caused new

aterial`. !
l

Use before' long pylo s

ofatructon wrth. a t

structure

CsOntent follows 'structure

presented, by Objectles

Action verb is very

important

Learner must be aware of

the purpose of the

objective for it to, be
useful

lertsthe,lea:rner

L.

i6

B'et with high abiclity)
ners

.

es\ with very 'm ture

1 e:ailiers;,'

Eies-whe'n .1.erner, has

kn :eie'Of the:,
con ent 416'

4

lie befor("short ..peri o

of instruction

Not criterion based

instruction

Knowledge of;pretest

results. has a positive

effect on subsequent

learning

Strategies

; 4,,:

Overviewci

. A

Prepares the 1 earner

Lower ability learners
do best wth overviegs"i
constructed with facts

16.

Advance .,0:TniZers

Prepares thd 1earner,

(:No; conclysion'could

'teArawr from the
.

research) ' 41 -'

fi k71,
Massive overview at the

beginning is 'not as

effective as ,sevet;a1 short

overviews intersOrsed

throughout the material

The designer is,reminded

that. Ausubel's criteria
should be consulted

before attempting to

develop an advance,

organizer
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.The design 4f:.the s stioUld tie in-directContrast to.. one"s
1,

tease.
.

, :-

' N tr'

Immediate patt experienceand to one's life experiences. It's the).

^
---.---` novelty or change and ylilation in t`fi ult.is that attr.&W t'he viewer's. .----1

.

,---K

attention. ;Th novelty :might be terns o the audio or the video
. ,.. . r

stimu s or it might be in teams off the content. For eXamp14, one 6,04..

i. -: ._- .t.._ :444- 4,./.,.. 4 16

may,repemher Stan Freberg-'440*t(for radi007Htirliard, 1 976,1317,. 14-1) .

Thisi'ScniPt monstrates stimuiuS -novelty y/Fiiing an .announcer describe

the draining of one of the Great LIke, Pilling it with hot chocolate,

topping with whipped cream,_and'tinelly a cherry towed and dropped from

several jetS. The-prodirced script is hovel and tends to immediately':
. .

grasp the listener s attention,

Stilmary.Ahe tease i uted to capture the learner!4s attent \on

through a change in the sti ulus. The change Can be a change in

preattention audio or visual -timul9s to direct the'learner'S attention .

,.

, .

, ,

to t'e relevant poitlt.. The teas4FOn often:Accur fhthe-dontent:by

ipre'entingthe learnerWith 'ppintof conflict or stress.
. 4 ck

o

This palter has identified two-types of.,apen4ngs--the infOrmkional

and the motivational openircg. The designer can spleh Any one"of the

five P6ssibilities to introduce a learning event;%or combination. of the

openings could be written. For example, it might be yotsible toi, write

an advance, Organi zeror overview in
.

the 'form of a tease. 125, the,
r"-.

) ---

designer might choose to use both a tease and objectives or pretest /
..

to introduce the learning event.

ifh next step after the introduction is the learning'event or

.,\presen ation of information that supports therachievement of the

objectives:

C

4
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DESIGNING THEA:EARNJNG EVENTTOR,TELEVISION-
a

The majority of the research. conducted with instructional television

has been what Salombn andClark (1977, p'. 102) describe as research
.,.

with'the media. The majority of these studies have dealth with intermedia

coMparisonseT., is television more effective than a slide shoW, a:

lecture, Or.prints? "Several of these studies-as well as a numb r or

others on the environment and physical variations are reported by

Chu and Schramm (1967). The media in most of these studies has not been

used as a common carrier for information. The researchers, and designers,

-

-have"failed tocapitalize and exploit those attributes of a medium that,

can transform a message and the psychological effects this transformation

can have upon the learner. This type of 'research is'referred to as

research on the medium and asks how the medium can affect learning

(Salomon & Clark, p. 102).

Unfortunately, there,haVe been relatively few studies ConduCted on-
,

.

the medium from which generalizations can be drawn for the instructional

designer. An alternative approach then, is to try to determine how we

should be,designing materials for instructional television.

How many filmstrips, `slide shows, 'television programs, and texts ,

have been develoPed and produced thatimere nothing,more than'a listing
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of the, i fo ion ffibe ielimed? It seems that many of the media

products4being produced today merely present/the audio-and the visual

stimuli in association with another. Thistragegy is similar, to

druner's "origin word game" (Bruner, 01i4er, & Greerield, 1967, p.

This strategy may,,b adequate for the lower levels of learning, however,

these facts are later mediated for higher level .learning taSks,

(Ga-ne, 1970; p.'91), Something else must occUrj learninglearnnvto take*
. .

,

pldceotner.thanthe:Simpje Oreseiltationof information. 'Rothkopf.

(1970, p. 325) states, Wathemagenic behaviors are behaViors,that:give

birth to learning." What are these. behaviors thatfacilitate learning ?.

Mediation Response

In the,original word game, 'the child points to an' object and in

response hears the name of the object. 'After an appropriate learning

time and proper reinforcement, the word becomes conditioned to the

object. On subsequent presentation' of the stimulus object, the proper

wOrd.is.given as a response. This behavior can be compar'ect_to the

simple S--R .paradigM:

Osgood (1953) has suggested that there is an intervening variable

that occurs between the presentation of :the, stimulus and:the response

,presentation. According to Osgood, a covert set of behaviors occur when

the stimulus is presented to the learner. Upon presenting the stimulus,

the learner produces an implicit response, rm, which produces an implicit

stimulus,. s , causin the overt response R (see Figure 1). The implicit



BALLS_
1

Figure 1. Mediating Response

pr,covertbehaviors are'refefted to as a mediatidn-response (Osgood, p. 396).

When a response hascbeep Conditioned to a stimulus "The, stimulus- objects

a complex pattern of.reaction fromthe'organism, some of which

.

are dependent upon the sensory presence bf.the object for their occurence

and others of which can occur Wit out the object bei g present," (p. 396)

Fl

.It is these behaviOrs that Staats (\961, p. 191) refers to.as the meaning
. -

.

of the wordor stfMulut In the end it is those attributes which Osgood

refers to as detachable which compos the meaning of a, word.

Let's take a closer look at.anexample of the. Mediating reSponse.

A child haS been conditioned to the word ball in'the-presence of an

actual ball.. When presented with the stimulus word ball (S1), an image

of the ball is evoked which contains the detachable attributes (r ).

The mental, covert response; serves as.stimulus (s m ) for finalor

re§'popse, the produCtion of 'the word ball (R1). The detachable

attributes might include roundness and spherical in shape. Those

attributes which occur only in the presence of the stimulus object,

grasping the ball, placement of the hand, throwing, and catching,.would

not be present.'
r

A- 0



Mediation and Instruction

Wiat implications does the mediation response have fOr instruction

and particularly-the design of an instructional, television program?

'The answer may be found in Ausubel's meaningful learning paradigm
1 -

(Ausubel & Robinson, 1969). For meaningful learning to occur, the

*learner must have an understanding of, the relevant ideas- (p., 53).

Meaningful learning can then take the form of representatiOnal learning,

concept leaning-,and propositional to name a few.

21

o

Ausubel (p. 59) 'describes representational learning as learning the
ig ( -

meaning of individual symb ls., This learnihg is similar to the classical

..-conditioning as described previously by Osgood:- The meaning, then,, of
. ,

the symbols is derived from he mediating response. The second step

of meaningful learning described 1:y,A subel (P. 61) is concept learning

which'is the grouping of phenomena,- together on the basis. of.common

characteristics. Staats (p. 199) refersto concept formation as involving

"complicated principles oflearning,.communication, and mediated generaliza7

.tion." The concept-category derives meaning from the mediation response

which identifes the detachable (critical), attributes of the categoryy,.

The third type of meaningful learning is propositional learning

(Ausubel & Robinson, p. 64) which is the, expression of a relationship

between two or more concepts The proposition gains its meaning from

theemeaning of the elements! that constitute the proposition. Again,

the mediating response is used to.giye meaning to knowledge.

.
-



From the foregoing discussion, the following hypdthesis can be

1

derived. The teaching of the mediating response' for representational

learning, concept learning, and propositional learningi will facilitate

meaningful learning. In application, if the designer were to construct

an instructional stratday for teaching a concept, the strategy should

verbalize and/or visualize the mediating response for the concept..

Accepting this hypotheSis as viable, the next step is to determine how

the visualization oy'verbalization of the mediation response should occur.

Representation of'the Mediation Response

The mediation response has been characterized as a covert, internal

response. The response is a form of mental imagery which can take on

the characteristics of nonverbal imagery or a verbal process. Paivio

(197T, p. 465) describes. a two process-theory which emphasizes these-
!

twomOdes,

The two process theory, which emphasizes functionally
distinct nonverbal imagery and verbal processes as the
bases of linguistic meaning and memory coding', has
generated specific predictions thathave been uniformly

-supported in research to datet.,
.j .

,

The mediation response then, is a fOrm of'mental imagery. For the purposes.

of instructional design, Bruner's three modes of representation may
A

provide a more useful paradigm.

Bruner (Bruner, et al, 1967) proposes three SeqUitial levels of

,..--representation: The first is enactive which requires the action of an
J

event to create the mental -image. For example, one may not be able to
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describe the 'location of the "W" on a typewriter without first going

through the psychomotor action of imitating typing. The action is used.

to evoke the image of.the keyboard and.the location of "W". The

second level is ikonic representation. This level uses image and spatial

schema to represent reality. The.image of an object is relatively

stable-and can be evoked without the action or pretence of the Stimulut

object. The last level is the symbolic level in which the world is

.represented in syMols. Language can be used to cOscribe reality as

opposed toactiont.or concere images.

The mediation response, being.a mental image, can occur in one of

three modes as described by Bruner. The research by Bruner et al (1967)

and Paivio (1971) support this contention. Therefore, referring back

to the original hypothesis that the mediation response should be

verbalized and/or visualized, there_are now three modes for accomplishing

this strategy: :enactive representation,. ikonic representation; and

symbolic rep'resentation. For example, if the mediation'reSponse for-
t

the dbnCept 4oX,were to.be represented the ikonic mode might' be .

selected to preseht the learnerwith a concrete

attributet of-therconcept box.
A.

Mediation Response and Supplanting

image

Salomon and Snow (1968, p. 226) State, "The unique.attributes of the

medium...will have (a) unique psiThological effect only if they arouse,in

the vi.eWermediatirig,meptal processes which are relevant to the particular'

learning task at hand." ,Sajomon (1970, p. 47) equates' mediating with
1
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supplanting and defines supplanting as, "the function accomplished.by

anexplicit presentation of what would otherwise have to be done covertly

by the learner..., such that a certain learning objective will,be

attained." For example,,in teaching fractions, the teacher might show

the students a'whole, then divide it into four parts to represent

fourths. The four pieces could then be reassembled to show that four

fourths equals one The function of supplanting is-to provide the

learner with the mediating respOnse betWeen 'the stimulus and the

response as discussed earlier (see Figure 2).

Figure . Mediation Response

The supplanting process can provide the learner with mental

representation that is necessary for the learning of spe'cific information

which the learner has not yet developed. The process provides the learner.

with a mental image to think with, rather than requiring the learner

to develop the mental image through possibly somewhat less efficient

strategy. Once is image ormediating response is stored (or conditioned

-Co the stimulus and response) it can be evoked for use as the covert

mediating response.
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.'

Salomon defines four levels of supplanting (.pp. 50-52). The

first stage involyes the least amount-of s'upplan4g and 'is a strategy_

which attempts to induce the necessary mental activities by presenting

the learner with the stimulus. Of course, this assumes that the learner

has the necessary mental processes to be evoked by the stimulus.

The .second, level is the, presentation of the 'stimulus and the response

or as Salomon-labels them, the initial situation and the final transforma-

tion. This is the process of "short-circuiting" in which thelearner is

-expected to recall the appropriate transformation: At the third level,

the Tearner is presented with the stimulus or initial 'situation and its

transformation. The learner'is supposed to respond by,supplying the

final response. In this_strategy, the learner is actually shown the

mediating response. And the fburt level of supplanting is the total

process by showing"the learner the stimulus, the mediating response,

and the response.

Ausburn and Ausburn (1978) propose.Still another form of supplanting.

They prOpose (p. 343). that conciliatorysupplantation can be used to

,

capitalize on the use of an instructional. mode that a learner prefers.
,f

Thus; rather than present a pOor reader with print.material, the learner

might be presented with an audio tape to supplant the written'information.

flowever, there is little reason to believe that the mental process is

supplanted in, t(is particuldi instance. The mode has not been changed

or transformed, rather, it is simply presented though a different channel
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No.transformation of the message has been achieved. And, as pOinted out

by Salomon and Clark (1977, p. 101) there are very few significant effects

found in changing only the channel of delivery. Therefore, the concept

of conciliatory supplantation is rejected.

.Research in Support of Supplanting

"Salomon (1974)Land Salomon and. Cohen (1977),have conducted two

experiments using a supplanting technique in film and television.

In .-each 'case the subjects were. shown a film that either zoomed in on a

part ofthe picture or went from a full shot to a close up of one aspect

of the picture. The process to be supplanted was the connection between

the Partsand whole. The results of both-experiments-suggest that the.

format.of zoom'ing can supplant a mental skili,

Carrier and-Clark (1978)used a teacher as. a(-model to supplant.the .

mental skills needed.to perform a geometry task (surface area calculation

They concluded that the modeling strategies- were of ,benefit-to both high

and low ability groups.

The cited research findings are based on the results with children.

One must be careful in making generalizations to adult learners. However,

it might be hypothesized that, tf.the adult learner is lacking the

necessary mediation responsecto complete a learning task, this task could

be supplanted.

2 9
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Implications for the Design of Instructional Television

research and theories suggest th4X a television program might

e designed to supplant the mental representation needed to achieve

particular objective. How can this task be accomplished?

First, the instructional designef will need to identify the.,

mediating response that needs to be supplanted. Refering to Ausubel's

(Ausubel & Robinson, 1969) types of meaningful learning, the.tasks

can be analyzed. For example, if the learn task is representational

learning, then the mediating response to be nted is the meaning of

the word. A learning task involving conc pts would use supplanting to

teach the critical attributes of the concept. The critical attributes

of the concept would be the detachable attributes defined by Osgood.

Representational learning as defined by Ausubel could be taught by

supplanting the realtionship between theltwo concepts. It is assumed

that the learner would have grasped the meaning of the concepts involved

in the proposition prior to learning the proposition.

Second, a decision must be made of presentation for the supplanted

task. Using Bruner's conceptualization'of-representation, the instructional

,deiigner has three levels to choose from--enactive, ikonic, and 'symbolic.

Oruner et al.(1967, p.411) explains the conceptualization system.

To sum up, we have seen that representation- can 'be effected in_
the media of symbolS,;images, and actions and that each form.of
representation can be specialized to aid symbolic manipulation,
image organization;i6r.the.execution of motor acts. .Each' of the
media accomplishes each objective in its. own terms: Plainly,.
the. three representational sytems,are parallel and each is
Uniqde,.but all are also capable of partial.translation,:one into
the other.

, : r
.
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',The different-Forms .of representatiOn can be used to teach representation
4

. at another leVel. For example, an ikonic image .can be used to .develop

a symbolic representation. The transforniation, thus, provides means

for communicating with a learner who has not Yet-developed the appropriate

representation structure. The result is a supplanting of a higher order

representation by using a lower order representation.

Paivio (1971, p. 532) suggests that it may be more effective to move

from the concrete, ikonic examples. to the more abstract symbolic examp3es.

Rohwer (1970, p. 402) also suggests that acquisition can be improved if

the instruction. moves from the concrete to thezabstract.

Third, the unique attributes of a medium must bejcientified and used

to transform the knowledge for the,learning event. Salomon has identified

the techniques of cutting and zooming as two specific aspects for

television. t are the unique' attributes of the television media and

what psychological response do they evoke in the learner? :Table 2

identifies five attributes of the medium and,a hypothesis of the

psychological response they evoke. It should not be assumed that this

I.

chart is all inclusive. Producers, directors, and editors may have

additional attributes Which they use to intentionally evoke pSychological

responses in the viewers.
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Table 2

Television 'Attributes and Psychological Responses

AttribUtes Psychological:Response

CUt Changes the thought pattern. Ends a line
of thought. Refocuses attention. Relates
parts to the whole. Collapses time.

Dissolve

Focuses attention. Relates parts to a whole.
Emphasizes one aspect. Shows spatial relation-
ships.

Indicates a passing of,time. Collapses time.

. Animation Reveals unobservable'events by looking inside'
solid objects, slowing,ievents, and making'
simultaneoUs events linear.

Split Screen ShowTsimultaneous events. Shows cause and
effedt and, before and after .

Application of Supplanting to. the Design of Instructional Television

The previous section identified three steps for designing .instruction/

for supplan:ting. First, the task to be supplanted must, be identified.

Typically, this step would be the end product of the task and/or concept

analysis. Second, a mode of presentation for the'information to be

. supplanted must be selected. Third, the mode of presentation' must be

matched with a medium whose attributes can evoke the appropriate

psychological,response.

32
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An analysis of the task of teaching.Boyle's Law indicates that the

mediating response for the proposition,"pressure varies inversely with

volume,other things being equal,"needs to be supplanted.' The ikonic

mode of representation has been.selected. The psychological responses

to be evoked are the recognition of an unobservabTe event and cause and

effect.

r4he television program then, will illustrate the proposition,

Boyle's Law, through imaget. Theipsychological responses-to.be evoked

will illustrate the compression and expansion of Molecules; and the

cause, increases and decreases inyolume;,and effect, increases and

decreases in pressure.

The video portion of the program will use a canister with a moveable

l;id.(see-Figure 3). Inside the canister there will be circles representing

molecules in space. As the lid moves towards the bottom of the canister,

``the volume will'be decreased and the moletules will be forced closer,

ogether. At the same time, the manometer will show a rise in pressure.

The audio mill explain the proposition in the symbolic mode.

This example illustrates how instructional television. can be used
I

to supplant the mediating response for anabstradt proposition. And.,

how the medium,can be used to evoke-specific psychological responses to

amplify the supplanting task. Similar instructional strategies can be'

developed for representational-and concept learning.
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Figure 1'. Video Supplanting
4
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Supplanting is the process of presenting the learner with a mental

process which can be used as a covert mediation response. The mediation

response is both a covert response and stimlus which gives meaning'to symbols.

ThiS:reSponse can be supplanted through four different-levels varying

- from evoking the mediating response to thepresentation of the stimulus;.

mediating response, and response. The supplanting presentation can be

presented in one or more of three forms of mental rdOresentation. A

medium can then be selected which evokes the appropriate psychological

response. Five different attributes and their hypothesized psychological

responses were presented in Table 2. :The configuration of television

design factors are presented in Table 3

The last sd'ction of,the.inStructiOnal televiSiOn prOgramiS.the.

review or summary. 'Jhe next section will present.the research which

suggests the type of-struture the instructional program review should

take.

Table 3.

Tel6ision Design. Factors

Mode of Representation
Learning,
Task Enactive Ikonic ,Symbolic

Relational

Conceptual

Propositional

Psychological Responses
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USING A REVIEW

Logic would seem to suggest that a review is .a good instructional

strategy to include in any form of instruction. Most textbooks have a

-review at the end of each chapter and it is a strategy or tradition

whicti:seems to have been supported through time. However, a review.

,

of ttie literature for the past ten year's found only a few studies on

the effectiveness and deqpn'of reviews for any. medium.

,
. .

A discussion of reviews for instructional televisidn programs should

begin with an explanation of what are the various stragegies available

for use as.a review. Potentially,- the review might take the forMat of

an advanced organizer. These two strategies could serve to provide.the
,

learner with the appropriate superordipate categories. A third alternative

would be postquestions based on the objectiv
erfor the program.,, The

-postquestions could provide a means for inliolving the learner in the

learning process,. The fourth alternative.would be the restatement of

the behaqoral objectives. However, one might question the usefulness

of restating the objectives at the end of the program. The objectives

may "reorient" the learner to the major ideas presented, but the timing

of this strategymay be of little use.

3C
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... Research Supporting the Use of Reviews

Ausubel and Robinson (1969, p. 316) report on one study whiCh concluded
,

. .

that overviews and summaries did not appreciably improve learning from

instructional films. They also suggest tIajt,summaries will be less

effective than overviews'because they, are retroactive rather-than proactive

to the learning task. However, the summary may provide a rapid review

of the material at the expense of other significant points not included

the.sumMary,

Melton (1978, p. 296-297) concludes that postquestions can be
f

ef ective in improving learning. One should however, review the literature

that Melton quotes before making a decision on the use of postquestions

as reviewHstrategies since many of the studies he reviewed dealt with

inserted questions.

Summary

There appears to be very little research upon whith to base,

decisions concerning the design and use of review strategy. The review

of the literature found only a few studies which dealt directly wIth

the effectiveness of reviews. As cited earlier, one might even be

cautious of the use of reviews.
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SUMMARY

This piper has attempted to make some 'generalizations on the design

of instructional television programs based on the research findings

found in,the literature. The program was divided into three segements:

preinstructional strategies, instructional events, and reviews.

In designing a.preinstructional strategy, the designer can choose

between 'two types of program openings--informational and motivational.

The informational opening includes obje tives, pretests, overviews,

and advance organizers. These various pre nstructional strategies

can be combined to form a uniqelpproach.

It was suggested that the design of the instructional event should

be based upon the presentation of a mediation response through one or

more representatlonal modes, and the use of the attributes of a

medium which can arouse a"psychological response in the learner.

The research dn.the design'and use of reviews was found to.'

be very minimal. It was suggested that a review could take the

form of an overviews, advance organizer, pbstquestions, and behavioral

objectives HoWever, there was information that suggested structured

review, at the end of a lesson might not be beneficial to learning.

The designer of instructional television programs is encouraged

to use these various sti'ategies in the design plan and to test their

effectiveness either through formative evaluation or summative evaluation

studies.,
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